Taking Form, Making Worlds
Cartonera Publishers in Latin America
BY LUCY BELL, ALEX UNGPRATEEB FLYNN, AND PATRICK O’HARE
The first comprehensive study of cartonera, a vibrant publishing phenomenon born in Latin America.
AVAILABLE NOW

Vital Voids
Cavities and Holes in Mesoamerican Material Culture
BY ANDREW FINEGOLD
An innovative study argues that in Mesoamerica, holes were conceived and produced as conduits of vital forces and material abundance, prerequisites for the emergence of life.
AVAILABLE NOW

Crossing Waters
Undocumented Migration in Hispanophone Caribbean and Latinx Literature and Art
BY MARISEL C. MORENO
An innovative study of the artistic representations of undocumented migration within the Hispanophone Caribbean.
JULY 2022

A Century of Brazilian Documentary Film
From Nationalism to Protest
BY DARLENE J. SADLIER
The first comprehensive study of Brazilian documentary filmmaking, offering a sweeping look at more than a century of cinematic journalism, propaganda, and artistry.
AUGUST 2022

Choreographing Mexico
Festive Performances and Dancing Histories of a Nation
BY MANUEL R. CUELLAR
The impact of folkloric dance and performance on Mexican cultural politics and national identity.
SEPTEMBER 2022
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